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2009 Debit Issuer Study

Reveals Strong
PIN Debit Growth

P

ULSE has released the findings of the latest installment in the
Debit Issuer Study series, which concluded that financial
institutions have several reasons to be optimistic about their
debit card programs.
Debit transaction growth continues to be strong despite the
recession. Issuers surveyed experienced an 8 percent increase in
debit transactions during the second half of 2008, composed of 		
15 percent growth in PIN debit and 4 percent growth in signature
debit transactions. Survey participants predicted 7 percent growth
each for PIN and signature debit in 2009.
“Debit card use is expected to continue to grow as the economy
bottoms out and begins to recover, because consumers use their
debit cards for a large portion of necessary everyday expenses,”
said Cindy Ballard, PULSE executive vice president.
PIN debit accounted for 35 percent of debit transactions for
survey participants in 2008, up from 34.2 percent in 2007. The
average transaction value was $42 for PIN and $37 for signature.
Both figures have declined by about $1 from the previous study.
Active debit cardholders performed 17.3 point-of-sale transactions
per month, on average, compared to 16.6 transactions per month
(continued on page 10)
in the 2008 survey.

PULSE Launches New Surcharge-Free
ATM Network

P

ULSE and the MoneyPass® Network have joined to deliver an enhanced surcharge-free ATM network spanning all 50 states. The
program connects more than 1,000 financial institution participants, 13,000 surcharge-free ATMs and 30 million cardholders.
Launched in May, the PULSE SelectSM /MoneyPass Surcharge-free ATM Network enables PULSE participants to offer nationwide
surcharge-free ATM access to their cardholders. The alliance gives financial institutions a new option for remaining competitive without
(continued on page 10)
the cost of adding new ATM locations.
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VIEW FROM THE TOP

Dear PULSE Participant,

A

Dave Schneider

“PULSE Select enables
financial institutions to
retain account holders and
attract new ones by offering
surcharge-free ATM access
across the country.”

ccording to the 2009 Debit Issuer Study, ATM use has experienced a slight
decline in the past year. Active cardholders performed an average of 3 ATM
transactions per month in 2008, down from 3.4 transactions in 2007. When they
do use ATMs, they opt for terminals owned by their financial institution 75 percent of
the time, a notable increase over the 66 percent reported in the previous survey. The
implication is that cardholders are shifting away from surcharged “foreign” ATM
transactions.
Many financial institutions have implemented strategies to reduce or eliminate the
impact of ATM surcharges for at least some of their cardholders. Forty-three percent of
the study’s respondents provide ATM surcharge reimbursements to account holders on
a selective basis.
Joining a surcharge-free ATM network is another option for financial institutions
that are looking for ways to address cardholder concerns about ATM surcharges. At
the time of the study, 53 percent of the institutions surveyed reported participating in
such a network.
In an effort to help our financial institution participants expand their ATM presence without incurring the expense of deploying more machines, PULSE recently
launched the PULSE Select SM /MoneyPass® Surcharge-free ATM Network. This
strategic alliance between PULSE and MoneyPass links 30 million cardholders to more
than 13,000 surcharge-free ATMs nationwide and serves more than 1,000 financial
institution participants.
PULSE Select enables financial institutions to retain account holders and attract
new ones by offering surcharge-free ATM access across the country. The program may
help reduce expenses for those financial institutions currently providing rebates of
surcharge fees to their cardholders, while potentially generating additional revenue
through increased transactions performed by cardholders of other financial institutions at participating ATMs. For complete details, see the PULSE Select article in this
issue of PULSATIONS.
To help make your participation in PULSE Select a success, PULSE has created
several marketing tools you can use to promote your institution’s participation in the
program. First, a dedicated cardholder Web site (www.pulseselect.net) provides network details and an ATM locator for all PULSE Select and MoneyPass ATMs. We also
have produced tent cards for display in your lobbies, and statement inserts for cardholder distribution that can double as lobby brochures.
We are excited about this new initiative, and hope you will find the PULSE
Select/MoneyPass Surcharge-free ATM Network beneficial to your account
holders, and profitable for your financial institution. I encourage you to visit 		
www.pulsenetwork.com/pulseselect for additional information.
As always, we appreciate your continued support.
Sincerely,

Dave Schneider
President
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Next Debit Performance Webcast
Series Focuses on Fraud

A

s part of its professional development program, PULSE is planning
a series of three webcasts in
September that will focus on debit card
fraud and security.
The series will provide an overview
of fraud trends, as well as a discussion
of issues financial institutions are facing. The webcasts also will include an
analysis of data breaches, including
how they are investigated and how
information is disseminated to affected
organizations.

The final session in the series will
feature a panel of experts to answer
participants’ questions about preventing, monitoring and managing fraud.
PULSE financial institution participants may attend any or all sessions at
no charge. Playbacks will be available
on-demand, as well as by podcast,
following the series.
Further details about series speakers and content will be communicated
to participants in the coming months.

827%
increase

The
in the number of

sites infecting PCs
with

password-stealing
crimeware in 2008
Source: Anti-Phishing Working Group

Prepare. Protect. Prevent.

Direct your debit cardholders to DebitFacts.org for
further information on debit card use and security,
including a new video about ATM safety at night.

D

on’t let your cardholders become victims of
fraud. Limited quantities of new educational
materials are available – get yours today. Visit
www.pulsenetwork.com/debitsafety to place your
order online or download an order form.
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Cardholders Feel Confident
with Internet PIN Debit Software
Payment Method Could Increase Internet Purchases

T

he majority of surveyed debit cardholders feel confident using their
PIN to make online purchases with
Acculynk’s PaySecureTM technology,
according to a new study by Javelin
Strategy & Research. PULSE is currently
piloting this technology to further assess
financial institution and cardholder 		
acceptance.
The study, commissioned by PULSE
and Acculynk, evaluated cardholder perceptions about PaySecure. Survey participants included 500 U.S. debit card users
who had made purchases online with
their debit cards in the past year. They
used PaySecure to make a mock online
purchase, then answered questions about
their experience.
Eighty percent of participating cardholders said they would use PaySecure
when presented by a trusted merchant. In
addition, 65 percent said they would feel
safer buying on the Internet with
PaySecure, and 48 percent would buy
online more often if they could pay with
PaySecure. Additional findings from the
Javelin study are shown in the chart.
“Our research shows that consumers
are more willing to complete an online

C a r d h o l d e r P e r c e p t i o n s o f P ay S e c u r e™

93%

Easy to use

89%

Like paying directly on merchant site (no redirect)

88%

Understand scrambling PIN pad increases security

86%

No additional passwords, logins or one-time-use numbers

79%

Feel more secure using debit card online with PIN (vs. without PIN)

78%

Similar to/simple as entering PIN at ATM or store terminal
Would use PaySecure for all online debit transactions if merchant asked

64%

Would prefer PaySecure to PayPal

63%
Source: Javelin Strategy & Research

purchase when they feel the transaction is
secure,” said James Van Dyke, president of
Javelin. “In the current economic climate,
debit payment methods that increase
consumers’ perceived security will be
preferred by more consumers.”
“We’re looking forward to validating
Javelin’s findings in the pilot environment,”

said Judith McGuire, PULSE senior vice president of product management. “We believe
Internet-based PIN debit has tremendous
potential value for consumers, merchants
and debit card issuers.”
PULSE’s pilot began in the second
quarter. For more information on the study
results, visit www.javelinstrategy.com.

Phishing Education
Reaches New Heights

B

ank of America has pioneered a new
technique in phishing education:
teaching consumers about the fraud
technique at the very moment they have
fallen for it.
The bank is working with the AntiPhishing Working Group (APWG) to
encourage other financial services providers to use the system, which it would like
to see become the industry-wide standard.
Here’s how it works: when a phishing
site is identified that spoofs a financial
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institution’s Web site, the institution typically asks the appropriate Internet service
provider (ISP) to shut down the site. Bank
of America is urging institutions to request
that the ISP redirect visitors to an educational site instead.
American Banker reported on the
program in May. Between October 2008
and May 2009, more than 70,000 people
were directed to the educational page from
some 4,000 shuttered phishing sites.
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The educational site – co-developed by
Bank of America, APWG and Carnegie
Mellon University – explains phishing and
why consumers are often tricked into visiting fake Web sites. It also advises them on
how to avoid such scams in the future. The
organizations have developed a generic Web
page that any financial services provider
can use.
For further information on the program,
visit http://education.apwg.org.

IndustryVoice

Drive Debit Use, Increase Revenue
with Segmentation and Analytics

By Russell Prettitore
Saylent Technologies

D

ebit cards are the second largest
non-interest income generator for
financial institutions, representing
$9 billion annually in non-interest income
to banks, credit unions and other card
issuers according to a Saylent Technologies
analysis. In this economy, more and more
consumers are relying on debit cards to
make purchases.
Increased use of debit puts an even
greater emphasis on financial institutions’
need to understand how customers are – or
are not – using their debit cards. How can
institutions gain insight into cardholder
activity to ensure debit cards are the payment of choice?

Payment Intelligence
The relatively new concept of leveraging “payment intelligence” – which provides financial institutions with an understanding of account holders’ purchasing
patterns – is being put into practice. By
analyzing and segmenting customers based
on their buying and payment behaviors,
organizations are able to develop a deeper
understanding of their habits.
Which account holders use their debit
cards to pay at retail locations but not at
restaurants? Which are not using debit
cards for purchases at all, but are still
withdrawing cash at ATMs? Which
received debit cards but have not yet
activated them?

By analyzing and segmenting cardholders according to specific criteria, financial
institutions can offer targeted promotions
of interest to account holders that encourage them to increase and sustain usage of
their debit cards. Such programs help
strengthen relationships and increase
interchange revenues for the institution.
A modest increase in card activation and
usage can result in double-digit revenue
growth for a typical card issuer.

Turning Intelligence Into Action
Institutions can segment and analyze
card usage patterns in a variety of ways:
• By activity (high vs. low users, PIN
vs. signature vs. ATM use, electronic
bill pay or ACH debit vs. recurring
debit card payments, etc.)
• By demographics (age, geography,
gender, etc.)
• By profitability (top revenue		 generating account holders, under		 performing or “at-risk” segments, etc.)
With this level of insight, institutions
can understand their actual cardholders –
not just the BINs the cards belong to.
Where do they shop? How do they pay?
What motivates those behaviors?
An organization can then devise more
effective, targeted strategies for different
customer groups and offer relevant, 		
tailored incentives that provide account
holder value and influence decisions. Those
initiatives may include promotions with
specific retailers, offerings by merchant
categories, holiday promotions, activationspecific incentives, etc. The institution can
measure campaign results by tracking
debit card behaviors over time to determine the success of these initiatives.
A financial institution in Starkville,
Miss., offered a “spend and get” campaign
with a retail business partner. It first analyzed and segmented its customer base to
create a target list of customers who used
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their debit card but were not using it frequently at this retail partner’s store, and
who also lived within a specific geographic
area. The institution then initiated a targeted promotion: use your debit card for
transactions at this retail location over a
six-week period, and receive a $7.50 retailer
gift card.
This campaign not only increased
customer spend more than 118 percent at
the partner retailer, but also increased
debit card use overall for this group by
more than 40 percent during the promotion
period, regardless of location or merchant
type. More than 90 percent of cardholders
sustained usage at the retail partner six
months post-campaign. The promotion also
drove an increased number of new checking accounts with linked debit cards.

Segmentation = Opportunity
To remain competitive in these tumultuous times, financial institutions must act
now and capitalize on the opportunities
that payment intelligence delivers.
Analyzing and segmenting account holders
by their payment behaviors develops a
deeper understanding of debit card usage
and allows institutions to create, implement and manage personalized and
cost-effective marketing strategies and
loyalty programs that address the needs
of both the account holder and the financial institution.
The insight gained, coupled with the
relevant promotional initiatives, enables
these businesses to improve the success of
their debit portfolios, bolster and maintain
cardholder relationships, capture more
wallet share and increase revenue – all
more critical than ever in this challenging
economic environment.
Russell Prettitore is vice president of sales for
Saylent Technologies, Inc., a leading payment
intelligence solutions provider that helps financial
institutions maximize efficiencies and profitability. For more information, e-mail Prettitore at
rprettitore@saylent.com or visit www.saylent.com.
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T
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PULSE President Dave Schneider

ERENCE

Redefines the Debit Frontier

strategies for solidifying a high-

several topics relevant to today’s

no-nonsense principles that relate

performance debit card portfolio.

business world, from navigating an
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Decrease Payment Card 			
Fraud Losses

P

ayment card fraud has been on the
increase for years, and in fact has
become a major income source for
international criminal enterprises. With
advanced technology, today’s thieves can
steal the card data of millions of consumers and have thousands of fraudulent cards
on the market around the globe in less
than 24 hours.
The Identity Theft Resource Center
reported that data compromises in the U.S.
reached 656 in 2008, a 47 percent increase
from the previous year. Of the institutions
interviewed for the 2009 Debit Issuer
Study, 97 percent had cards potentially
compromised in 2008. Fraud costs can add
up if a significant portion of cardholders is
affected. Luckily, every financial institution, no matter how small, can take steps
to reduce fraud losses.
“One of the first steps financial institutions can take is to plan ahead,” said Jim
Cichy, PULSE vice president of fraud
management. “All payments system 		
participants should expect that they may
be affected by a card data compromise and
ensure that their incident response plan
is prepared to handle it.”

Prevention – The Best Defense
The majority of consumers hold their
financial institution responsible for notifying them of, and defending them against,
debit card fraud. An investment in prevention tools can lower fraud costs and build
cardholder confidence through fraud
avoidance.
Most institutions have invested in some
form of debit fraud deterrents, such as
fraud detection and alert systems. Larger
institutions may be able to justify the cost
of developing their own customized systems, while smaller ones may find systems
offered by their networks or processors to
be more affordable.

All debit all the time

Employee Training
Financial institution employees
can help reduce fraud losses if they
are trained to be diligent, looking for
warning signs in account information.
Such signs, according to Javelin
Strategy & Research, include:
• Non-U.S. addresses or phone
numbers
• P.O. Box as only address
• Non-specific company names
(energy companies, specialized
investments and investor funds
are typical)
• Multiple accounts being opened
by the same individual
• Several related accounts opened by
the same institution representative
• Trial deposits
• Newly issued identification
• Unexpected account changes
(changed passwords, new account
added, new signers added, change in
online banking account, request for
new cards, etc.)
Training should be ongoing. Consider
bringing in outside experts. Employees
need to know how to deal with suspicious
account holders and interact with law
enforcement agencies. Your institution
needs a consistent reporting mechanism
to identify possible fraud quickly, and to
preserve a record of what was done in case
litigation occurs.
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What’s Next?
Financial fraud experts predict that
fraud attacks will increase over the next
three years. ATM fraud, in particular, is
expected to rise, as is fraud related to new
payment forms such as mobile and contactless payments.
Experts also expect an expanded array
of fraud management products to be made
available. Although almost half of financial
institutions are currently performing manual fraud monitoring, a drop to 25 percent
is expected within three years, as institutions increase their usage of third-party
fraud management solutions, according to
an Aite Group study.
For more information on PULSE’s fraud
solutions, visit the Financial Institutions
section of the PULSE Web site at
www.pulsenetwork.com.

DNM

Ensuring Reliability

DEBIT NEWS MINUTE

PULSE Initiates Data
Center Migration

P

ULSE is continually striving to
enhance its ability to provide uninterrupted switching and settlement
services in support of your debit program.
For this reason, the network’s switch platforms in Houston and Dallas are being
relocated to Discover Financial Services
facilities.
The move is designed to reduce the risk
posed by hurricanes and other weatherrelated concerns by relocating the data
centers to hardened data processing centers located a safe distance from the Gulf
Coast. The first phase of the project –
moving the Houston switch platform to
Riverwoods, Ill. – is under way and is
scheduled to be completed in early August
2009. In the second phase later this year,
PULSE’s Dallas data center will be relocated to a Discover facility in Ohio.
PULSE is working closely with processors to coordinate migration activities and

Data Breach Sharing Group Forms

facilitate a seamless transition. Updates
will be provided as the project progresses.
“PULSE is being proactive with this
major undertaking in order to ensure network reliability,” said Warren Coles, PULSE
executive vice president of operations. “We
have committed extensive resources to
ensure the project’s success and are taking
every precaution to minimize any potential
impact for the network. We expect a
smooth transition with no disruption
of service.”
In June, PULSE tested transaction processing with select beta sites and began
migrating processors from the Houston
and Dallas data centers to the Riverwoods
data center. A processor conference line
remains open during all migration activities to facilitate immediate communication
in the event of an unexpected impact.

p

‘Alternative’ Debit
Gains Ground Online

A

lternative debit products that utilize
the automated clearinghouse are
gaining ground in online payments
but have not yet made any real traction at
brick-and-mortar locations. So concludes
Mercator Advisory Group in a recent report
titled, Pay Now, Pay How? Natural Selection and the Alternative Debit Payment.
“This bifurcation between the physical
and virtual buying worlds is just one of the
challenges alternative payment types are
facing as they consider their market opportunity …,” said Patricia Hewitt, director of
Debit Advisory Services and author of the
report, on the company’s Web site. “Those
payment methods that are quickly becoming a standard part of the Internet buying

experience don’t translate easily – or,
perhaps, at all – into the physical world.”
One such alternative payment method,
decoupled debit, may be finding a home in
certain retail markets, but has not proved
to be the success once feared by traditional
debit card issuers, according to Mercator.
The company’s conclusion about the potential of these alternative payment methods
is mixed.
No one scheme has all the stakeholder
attributes of a successful new payment
type, but subsequent developmental cycles
should help separate products in their
competitive markets, says Mercator.
For more information on the report,
visit www.mercatoradvisorygroup.com.
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Bank Technology News
The Payments Processing Information
Sharing Council, a newly formed offshoot
of the Financial Service Information
Sharing and Analysis Center, held its
inaugural meeting in May. A call to action
was issued at the meeting, asking payments industry participants to implement
end-to-end encryption and share breach
forensics information. For more information, visit www.ppisc.com.

Online Bill Payment Maturing
PaymentsNews.com
The number of U.S. households that pay
bills online is expected to grow from 48
million in 2009 to 63 million by 2014,
according to a new report by Forrester
Research. This 5.4 percent compound
annual growth rate reflects a maturing
but as-yet unsaturated market. Forrester
expects more consumers to turn to banks
and bill payment consolidators in an
effort to enhance convenience and 		
eliminate bill payment fees.

ATM Malware Threat Looms
ATM & Debit News
U.S. ATM deployers should analyze 		
their terminals for malicious software,
following the recent discovery of such
“malware” on ATMs in Eastern Europe,
says Trustwave, a data security company.
Once installed, the malware collects
cardholder data, often for an extended
period before it is discovered. It is not
known at this time how the thieves
obtained access to the Eastern European
ATMs in order to install the malware.

www.pulse-eft.com

2009 Debit Issuer Study

(continued from page 1)

The 2009 Debit Issuer Study revealed
that 27 percent of all debit transactions in
2008 were for less than $10.
“In most cases, these transactions are
replacing cash, highlighting a clear consumer preference for electronic payments,”
said Ballard.
Debit card fraud losses declined in all
point-of-use categories. PIN point-of-sale
losses, in dollars per card per year, fell to
$0.15 from $0.19. Similarly, ATM losses
declined to $0.56 per card per year from
$0.61, and signature debit loss rates fell to
$1.81 from $1.92. Although losses per card
at the ATM declined, the survey recorded a
shift in compromised card use toward that
channel, which accounted for 38 percent of
total debit fraud losses in 2008, up from
25 percent in 2007.
Seventy-three large banks, credit
unions and community banks participated
in the study, conducted by Oliver Wyman.
Collectively, the participants issue 94 million debit cards and operate 61,000 ATMs.

Additional Findings
• Debit card penetration remained flat
		 at 73 percent.
• The number of debit cards used
		 actively was 66 percent, when using
		 an expanded definition of “active.” *
• Active debit cardholders performed
		 3 ATM transactions per month, on
		 average, down from 3.4 in the
		 previous survey.

• More than half of issuers surveyed
		 (53 percent) participate in a 		
		 surcharge-free ATM network, down
		 slightly from 56 percent in 2007.
• Forty-three percent of issuers offer
		 ATM surcharge reimbursements to at
		 least some cardholders.
• The percentage of issuers offering
		 debit rewards continues to grow,
		 rising two percentage points to
		 53 percent this year.
• Thirty-seven percent of issuers offer
		 mobile banking, compared to 15 per		 cent in 2008, while 38 percent plan to
		 introduce it soon, up from 28 percent
		 last year.
“The 2009 study uncovered several
reasons for optimism among financial institutions that issue debit cards,” noted Tony
Hayes, an Oliver Wyman partner, who
served as project lead on the study. “Among
them, debit card-based bill payments
account for a small but rapidly growing
share of debit card payments, a market
with significant potential for growth in the
coming years.”
The 2009 Debit Issuer Study results
support PULSE’s view that debit cards
still have considerable long-term growth
potential.
“Despite the challenge of navigating
through an economic downturn, debit card
issuers have much to be encouraged
about,” said Ballard. “Transaction growth

PULSE Launches New Surcharge-Free ATM Network
The program helps participants retain
existing cardholders and attract new ones
by providing convenient access to cash
where they live, work and travel. Network
participants retain the option to surcharge
transactions performed by cardholders on
non-network institutions.
The network is open to all PULSE
financial institutions. Participation enables
institutions to give their cardholders
access to surcharge-free ATMs at financial
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remains robust, and issuers see further
improvements in the performance of debit card
portfolios as a key opportunity in 2009.”
PULSE participants may download
an executive summary of the study at
www.pulsenetwork.com/research (login 		
is required).
* In previous Debit Issuer Studies, the most common
definition of an “active” card was one used to make
any signature transaction in the last 30 days. By this
measure, 56 percent of debit cards were active in 2008, 		
a slight decline from 2007. An equal number of issuers
now define an active card as one used to conduct any
transaction in the last 30 days, resulting in the higher
66 percent card activation rate.

(continued from page 1)

institutions, grocery stores, convenience
stores, restaurants and other locations.
“Consumers are looking for ways to cut
costs, while still being able to conveniently
access their money,” said Judith McGuire,
PULSE senior vice president of product
management. “The PULSE Select Program
is an economic solution that helps drive
customer loyalty and create a competitive
advantage by enabling all institutions to
offer nationwide ATM access.”
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Program participants not only provide a
desired service to cardholders, but also may
be able to reduce expenses associated with
surcharge-fee rebates.
Visit www.pulsenetwork.com/pulseselect
for further details about the program. To
request information about PULSE Select,
contact your PULSE account manager or
call the client services team at 877-247-8573.

PULSE President on Debit Industry

‘Debit has a bright future’

ATM & Debit News reporter Will Hernandez interviewed PULSE
President Dave Schneider on the current state of the debit industry.
Following are excerpts of the Q&A, published in the April 16, 2009,
issue of the publication.
the financial services industry, coupled with the conversion of all
the major networks to for-profit, publicly traded status, has contributed to this result. In addition, debit is a more mature product
which puts a premium on achieving additional growth through
capturing market share.

Q: How is the unstable economy affecting debit card
transactions?
A: The economic environment is having a negative impact on the
growth of debit transaction volume as a result of lower retail sales.
However, we believe debit has a bright future over the long term,
although it would be reasonable to assume that the rate of growth
in the future may slow as the debit market matures.
Consumers continue to shift away from cash and checks in
favor of cards for many transactions, including bill payments and
small-ticket purchases. In these difficult times, debit can be especially important because many consumers view debit as a great
tool for helping them track and manage their expenses.
Regarding the PULSE network specifically, we are continuing
to grow despite the recent economic downturn.

Q: What does the future hold for debit card transactions, in terms of new technologies?
A: It is always difficult and usually dangerous to try to predict
the “next big thing” in any business, but Internet PIN debit is a
contender. We believe this payment method has the potential to
deliver significant incremental volume by attracting consumers
with PIN-only cards, as well as those who are reluctant to use
their signature cards in the online environment.
Over the longer term, applications that deliver mobile banking,
and eventually mobile payments, also have huge potential. In the
end, consumers will decide which of these opportunities will win
in the marketplace.

Q: Do you see increased competition in the market for
debit network services?
A: This industry has always been competitive, but the level of
competition has increased dramatically in recent years.
Continuing consolidation among both customers and suppliers in

DebitFacts.org Expands
to Facebook and Twitter
DebitFacts.org is reaching online consumers in places they already congregate
with the launch of Twitter and Facebook
pages. DebitFacts.org will interact with
debit card users through these channels
to drive discussion around card use and
safety, and address financial planning.
The PULSE-sponsored Web site provides information about using debit cards.
It is one of the first in the ATM/debit

network industry to reach consumers
through social media networks.
Launched in 2008, DebitFacts.org offers
consumers helpful tips about debit card
use and money management for different
stages of life, counters myths about debit
and provides useful security and fraud
protection information. The site also
includes articles from financial planning
experts on spending, budgeting and other
topics important to consumers.
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Visit DebitFacts.org on Twitter at
www.twitter.com/DebitFacts, or on
Facebook at www.facebook.com/DebitFacts.
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IN CLOSING
ICBA Recognizes PULSE Participants
Two PULSE financial institution participants have been awarded the ICBA
National Community Bank Service Award.
Alpine Bank of Grand Junction, Colo.,
and First State Bank & Trust Co. of
Fremont, Neb., were among seven banks
honored for performing “unparalleled
acts of community service by providing
leadership in financial literacy, supporting
education and providing emergency relief
to families in the wake of natural disaster,”
said ICBA in a press release.

The banks were honored during the
2009 ICBA National Convention and
Techworld in Phoenix.
“ICBA’s National Community Bank
Service Awards honor the dedication and
commitment of community bankers across
our nation who make their local communities a better place to live and work,” said

Cynthia Blankenship, ICBA chairman and
vice chairman and COO of Bank of the
West, Grapevine, Texas.
“This year’s award recipients exemplify
what community bank service is all about,
and we commend all the award recipients
for giving invaluable time, expertise and
resources to their communities.”

Scott Haney

Seconds with...

Senior Vice President,
Operations Support Services

Guarding Network Compliance
Compliance requirements are designed
to standardize processes for protecting
payment card data among financial institutions, ATM operators and merchants.
PULSE is required to comply with industry
standards and best practices, and ensure
its participants do as well. This compliance is critical to mitigating transaction
processing risks and providing reasonable
safeguards against fraud.
Our participants expect us to maintain
the security of their debit transactions and
protect cardholders’ PINs and other sensitive information. Our rules and procedures
help ensure that network participants
©2009 PULSE
A Discover Financial Services Company
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comply with technical, operational and
security-related requirements.
The PULSE compliance department
watches over the network to make sure
rules and encryption processes are followed. A key area we manage is the PIN
Security Encryption Compliance Review,
or TG-3 self-audit, which processors must
complete before coming live and in every
even-numbered year thereafter. We maintain a compliance section on the PULSE
Web site with resources such as a TG-3
submission tool. In the near future, we
will add a compliance e-book detailing
required processes and how to administer
them, and an international self-audit for
Diner’s Club ATM acquirers.
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The operational risk department, also
under my direction, works with Product
Management to be sure any risks created
by the development of new products can
be properly managed. We also mitigate
operational risk inherent in new projects
or technologies, such as the data center
migration PULSE is conducting this year.
Going forward, I see more possibilities
for risk mitigation. As technologies such
as contactless payments and Internet
PIN debit become widespread, additional
standards and new “best practices” will be
needed. Rest assured, PULSE will be working to stay on top of these challenges and
help our participants do the same.
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